SAINI PUBLIC SCHOOL KURUKSHETRA
SUMMER VACATIONS ASSIGNMENT
2017-18 GRADE-I
Dear Children
The long awaited summer vacation is here. Vacation is a time to relax, be productive and to get
ahead. As it is important to rest and enjoy, equally important is to continue to learn. So, strike a
balance between work and play and allow yourself to grow in the process. You can spend your
time as you wish but make sure that along with enjoying and relaxing make this vacation a time
to learn new things, exploring the opportunities available and prepare fully for the future course
of action in life.
Hence, in order to let you stay in touch with academics, a little amount of holidays’ homework is
assigned as below:

SUBJECT

HOMEWORK

ENGLISH

Reading:- Read lesson 1& 2 of Olivia book.
Writing:- Write small cursive letters a to z,Capital cursive A to Z in separate
notebook.
E-DAC:- Complete all the tasks given in E dac book from page no. 69 to 79.

HINDI

E-DAC:- Complete all the tasks given in book pg. 82 to 93 and Read pg.
No. 100.

MATH

Learning:- Learn Table of 2 & 3 ; Number Name 1 to 50.
Writing:- Write Table of 2 & 3 ; Number Name 1 to 50. Also, write Counting from 1
to 200.
E-DAC:- Complete all the tasks given in book from page no. 58 to 63
Creative Skills:- a. Make the shapes like Triangle, Circle, Square, Rectangle etc. by
using waste material.
b. Write the date of birth of your family members and then write these dates in a
table. Circle the smallest and biggest number amongst the numbers.

EVS

Reading:- Read lesson 1 & 2 and mark the date of reading in book.
E-DAC:- Complete all the tasks given in book pg. 55 to 59.
Activity - Paste five pictures of national and religious festivals in yur notebook.

COMPUTER

●
●

Reading:- Read Lesson 1 and learn the exercise questions.
Activity:- Collect the pictures of various devices associated with computer
like CD,pen drive,web camera and various parts of computer like
monitor,keyboard,mouse,CPU,printer etc. and paste them in the computer
notebook.

GK

●
●

Learning:- Lesson 1 to 8
Current Affairs:- Write one main current affair from the newspaper daily.

ART &
CRAFT

●
●

Do Colouring in Book Page. No.3 to 8
Craft Fun- Book Page. No. 9

Note : The above mentioned homework should only be done only in new 3-in-1 (English,Hindi
and Math) note book.

SAINI PUBLIC SCHOOL KURUKSHETRA
SUMMER VACATIONS ASSIGNMENT
2017-18 GRADE-II
Dear Children
The long awaited summer vacation is here. Vacation is a time to relax, be productive and to get ahead. As
it is important to rest and enjoy, equally important is to continue to learn. So, strike a balance between
work and play and allow yourself to grow in the process. You can spend your time as you wish but make
sure that along with enjoying and relaxing make this vacation a time to learn new things, exploring the
opportunities available and prepare fully for the future course of action in life.
Hence, in order to let you stay in touch with academics, a little amount of holidays’ homework is assigned
as below:

SUBJECT

HOMEWORK

ENGLISH
●
●
●
●

HINDI
MATH

Reading:- Read lesson 2 of Olivia and learn them.
Writing:- Write Question answers ,Different words, Fill in the blanks of the work
done in the class till last working day. Do all the assignments given in
sps.myclassboard.com (in the notebook.)
E-DAC:- Revise Chapters (Genders , opposites , Singular -Plural, Capitalisation
and punctuation marks) of E-Dac. Book.
HANDWRITING IMPROVEMENT TASK:- (a) Write composition on:- ‘My Class
Teacher’; ‘My Mother’

Read and Learn:- पाठ 1 से 4 अ यास स हत याद करो.
Writing:- 8 पेज सद
ंु र सल
ु ेख लखे.
●
●
●
●
●

Make a model of clock.
Write tables 1 to 10 on maths copy.
Revise Ch-1(Let us revise), Ch-2(Counting in groups) .
Draw a number maze starting at 2 by counting in 2s up to 50 in A4 size
sheet and paste it in maths notebook.
Visit your nearby provision store and make a list of food items, brand and
cost in a table for eg:
Food Item

Brand

Cost (In Rs.)

Potato Chips

Lays

20

EVS

●
●

Read and Learn:- Lesson 1 & 2 along with their exercise.
Writing:-Write any five lines on importance of water on notebook.

COMPUTER

●

Reading:- Read Lesson 1 along with book page 54 and 55 and learn the
exercise questions.
Activity:- Collect the pictures of various devices associated with
computer like CD,pen drive,web camera and various parts of computer
like monitor,keyboard,mouse,CPU,printer etc. and paste them in the
computer notebook.

●

GK

●

Read and learn chapter 1 to 8.

ART & CRAFT

●
●

Colouring in book pg. No. 2,7,14
Draw- Rugby ball, Train, Fish, Powerpuff girls.

SAINI PUBLIC SCHOOL KURUKSHETRA
SUMMER VACATIONS ASSIGNMENT
2017-18 GRADE-III
Dear Children
The long awaited summer vacation is here. Vacation is a time to relax, be productive and to get ahead. As
it is important to rest and enjoy, equally important is to continue to learn. So, strike a balance between
work and play and allow yourself to grow in the process. You can spend your time as you wish but make
sure that along with enjoying and relaxing make this vacation a time to learn new things, exploring the
opportunities available and prepare fully for the future course of action in life.
Hence, in order to let you stay in touch with academics, a little amount of holidays’ homework is assigned
as below:
SUBJECT
ENGLISH

HOMEWORK
●
●
●

HINDI

●
●
●
●

MATH

●
●

●
●
●

●

EVS

●
●
●

1. Read Lesson 1and 2. Do the book exercise of both chapters given at the
end of lesson.
2. Do the assignment given in sps.myclassboard.com (in the english
notebook)
3. Learn all the syllabus done in the class.
पाठ 1से 3 अ यास स हत याद करो ।
8 सद
ंु र सल
ु ेख लखो.
पाठ एक वणमाला याद करो।
कोई 10 लंग बदलो लखो.
Revise ch-1(Let us revise), ch-2(Fun with numbers) .
Activity - How Old is Tree? Near your location find any five trees and
estimate the age of trees. Every year on our birthday we have a reminder of
how old we are. And if we ever forget, we can always ask our parents! How
do you think you find out how old a tree is? When a tree has been cut
down, you can count its "rings" in order to tell how old it is, but what about
when it is alive? We can't ask a tree how old it is. But there is a way!
This activity will teach you and your child a way to estimate the age of a
tree without cutting it down. It doesn't work with every tree but it will with a
lot of them.
What You Need: Tree Measuring tape Marker Pen Paper Helper
What You Do: 1. Help your child find a tree that is at least as tall as a grown
up and have your child wrap the measuring tape around the widest part of
the trunk. (A grown up might need to help with this part!) The distance
around the trunk of a tree is called the circumference. Write this
measurement down on a piece of paper. 2. The measurement of the
circumference in inches is also the approximate age of the tree in years!
Did You Know? Every year a new layer of growth occurs just under the
bark. Some trees like firs and redwoods may grow more than this in a year,
while others like cedars may grow less. This method is a good rule of
thumb to estimate the age of a tree.
Read Lesson 1 to 2 and learn their exercise given in the lesson and at the
end of the chapter.
Read lesson 3 and 4.
Activity :Make a model of tooth with the help of colourful dough clay.

COMPUTER

●
●

Reading:- Read Lesson 1 & 2 and learn the exercise questions.
Practice Microsoft paint in computer and make different objects like pencil,
car etc.Do not make CD or take Printouts.

GK

●

Read and learn chapter 1 to 10.

ART & CRAFT

●
●

Colouring in book pg. No. 7,8
Draw- Mouse, Bird, Fruits,

●

Activity-Book pg.no. 11

SAINI PUBLIC SCHOOL KURUKSHETRA
SUMMER VACATIONS ASSIGNMENT
2017-18 GRADE-IV
Dear Children
The long awaited summer vacation is here. Vacation is a time to relax, be productive and to get ahead. As
it is important to rest and enjoy, equally important is to continue to learn. So, strike a balance between
work and play and allow yourself to grow in the process. You can spend your time as you wish but make
sure that along with enjoying and relaxing make this vacation a time to learn new things, exploring the
opportunities available and prepare fully for the future course of action in life.
Hence, in order to let you stay in touch with academics, a little amount of holidays’ homework is assigned
as below:

SUBJECT

HOMEWORK

ENGLISH

● Read Lesson- 2 and do book exercise given in the end of
lesson.
● Revise all the work done in the class.
● Do page no.-2 to 27 of cursive writing book (one page daily) .
● Do the assignment given in sps.myclass board.com (in the
english notebook).

HINDI

● पाठ1 से 5 अ यास स हत याद करो।
● याकरण पाठ 1 अ यास स हत और लंग ,वचन , वलोम ,पयायवाची श द याद
करो।
● पाठ 1 भाषा ल प अ यास स हत याद करना है
● 10 सल
ु ेख लखने ह
● सभी मा ाओं के 5-5 श द लखे।

MATH

● Revise ch-1 (Revision),ch-2 (Number system), ch-3 (Addition).
● Make a model of clock.
● Make a chart on place value.

S.S.

● Write and Learn Question/Ans. Of Lesson-3,4,
● Activity:- Write the Capital, currency, national flower, national
bird, national animal and national game of India on the Map of
India with sketches or sparkle pens and paste this map in
scrapbook.

SCIENCE

● Learn L-2,L-3.
● Activity-(1) Collect leaves (at least 10) of different plants .Keep
them in old newspapers for dry and paste them in scrapbook
write their names also.
(2)Paste 5 seasonal fruits and 5 vegetable in scrap book and write
two sentences on each in the scrapbook.

COMPUTER

● Read Lesson 1 and 2.
● By using wordpad type Lesson-1 and save your file in your
computer.
● Make your Gmail Id.

GK

● Read and learn chapter 1 to 10.

ART & CRAFT

● Colouring in book pg.No. 2, 7, 11

● Draw- Scenery, Cup
● Activity -Book pg. No. 4, 8,12

SAINI PUBLIC SCHOOL KURUKSHETRA
SUMMER VACATIONS ASSIGNMENT
2017-18 GRADE-V
SUBJECT
ENGLISH

HOMEWORK
●
●
●
●

HINDI

MATH

Read Chapter 3 & 4(Olivia) and learn & write Que/ Ans. , exercise given in the end of
the chapters
Revise Ch. Noun , Pronoun ( Grammar)
Do all the assignments given in sps.myclassboard.COM ( In English Notebook)
Imagine that you have lost your most precious thing in the school. Your teacher
has asked you to announce your loss during the school assembly. Make a suitable
announcement for the school assembly giving details of the object. You may
announce the possibility of a reward at the end of your announcement.

क ा म करवाए गए सारे काय को याद कर (पा य पु तक व याकरण) प
ताव को सल
ु ेख के प म
2-2 बार लख
● रचना मक ग त व ध
(1) ए-3 शीट पर 1 से 50 तक संद
ु र प म गनती लख
(2) क ह ं पाँच दे श के झंड के च और उनक भाषाओं के नाम लख कर ै प बक
ु म चपकाएँ.
●

●
●

Practice and revise Chapter- 1,2,3 of Mental Maths Book.
Collect data of temperature during the days of a week in the month of June & find
the average temperature:

Days ot
the week

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

SUN

Tempera
ture
Average Temperature= ______________________ degree C.
● Collect data of the population of Indian states and union territories and write in
Indian number system (in words).
S.S.

SCIENCE

COMPUTER

●
●

Write and learn Ques./Ans.of L-3,4
Activity- Prepare a model of CLIMATIC ZONES OF THE WORLD with use of big
plastic ball or newspaper ball , Torrid zone- yellow+orange colour ,Temperate
zone-grey colour, Frigid zone- white/sky blue colour or paste some cotton, write
their names with black sketch.

● Learn L-2,L-3 .
Activity (1) Make a model of human brain with clay on A-4 size cardboard ( hint- L-5 pg .39)
(2) Collect feathers of different birds (at least 5) paste them in scrapbook.

●
●
●

Read and Learn L-1 and L-2.
Type L-1 in Wordpad and save your file in your computer.
Make your Gmail Id.

GK

Revision lesson 1 to 24

FRENCH

Lecon 0 ou 3 Apprendre l’alphabet francais… Introduction de la connaissance generale de
France. Apprendre les salutations et conversation formelle et informelle. Les conjugaisons
du verbe etre.. et les nombres 0 ou 20 ecrivez.

PUNJABI

ਪੂਰੀ ਵਰਣਮਾਲਾ ਯਾਦ ਕਰਨੀ ਅਤੇ ਹਰ ਰੋਜ਼ ਇੱ ਕ ਵਾਰ ਿਲਖਣੀ | ਦੋ ,ਿਤੰ ਨ ਅਤੇ ਚਾਰ ਅਖਰੀ ਮੁਕਤਾ ਬਦ ਦੀ ਦੁਹਰਾਈ ਕਰਨੀ |

SANSKRIT

Read Lesson 1 to 3 and learn their exercise.

ART & CRAFT

●
●
●

Colouring in book pg.No. 6, 7, 10
Draw- Warli Art, Bird,
Activity -Book pg. No. 2, 5, 9

SAINI PUBLIC SCHOOL KURUKSHETRA
SUMMER VACATIONS HOMEWORK
2017-18 GRADE-VI

SUBJECT
ENGLISH

HOMEWORK
●

●
●

Revise the question and answer as well as the word meanings of the lessons
taught in class.
Interview any two people of your locality of different professions and write the
related information about their profession in about (80-100 words) each.
Write and learn any twenty idioms along with their meanings and frame the
sentences for the same.
Read English newspaper or listen to English news channel daily.
Do worksheet no 39, question 3 and 4(pg 97,98). Worksheet no 26, question no 11
and 12(pg 58) of Bravia(writing section).
Do activity 1,2,3 of Bravia holiday package by listening to the C.D provided.
Do activity 8 to 12 and activity 20 to 22 of Bravia holiday package.

HINDI

●
●
●

पाठ 1 से 4 अ यास स हत याद करने
याकरण पाठ 1 अ यास स हत याद करना
वलोम श द, भ नाथक श द याद करने, सभी मा ाओं का योग करते हुए सल
ु ेख लख

MATH

●
●

Revise ch-1, 2, 3 & Assignment of ch-1, 2, 3.
Collect the data of the population of Indian states and union territories and write in
international number system (in words).

S.S.

●
●

Write and Learn Periodic Test syllabus L- 1 His. And L-1 Geo.(All Ques./Ans.)
Locate the States and Union territories of India on the political map of India. Also
prepare a list of Chief Ministers & Governors of the Indian states.
Prepare a collage of the Prime Ministers and Presidents of Independent India till
date.
Locate all its districts on the political map of Haryana. Also write a description in
about 300 words of your city Kurukshetra focusing on its geography, culture and
economy.
Read about the life and achievements of eminent women in India. For example:
Savitri Bai Phule, Mother Teresa, Mary Kom and Lata Mangeshkar. Create a project
on any of these women. Focus on any challenges they might have faced because of
their gender.

●
●
●
●

●
●
●

SCIENCE

COMPUTER

Learn L- 3,L-4
Activity -(1) collect the materials soft and hard,water soluble and insoluble, opaque and
translucent,(2 of each type) pack them in small poly bag and paste them in scrapbook write
their names also.
(2) Paste the pictures showing the diseases,(i) Rickets (ii) Goitre, (iii) Kwashiorkor, in
scrapbook and write two symptoms of each .
●
●
●

Read and Learn L-1 along with exercise.
Make a PowerPoint slide show on any topic of your choice by using pictures and
text with professional transition effects and save it in the computer.
Make your Gmail Id.

GK

Revision lesson-1 to 20

FRENCH

Lecon 0 ou 2 vous ecrivez par la France et les eleves pourrant identifier les monuments, les
villes, les produits, les montagnes, les fleuves, la monnaie, la mode, les fetes etc. et des
phrases francais correctement avec la bonne utilisation des adjectifs.

PUNJABI

ਪਾਠ 3 ਅਤੇ 4 ਯਾਦ ਕਰਨ | ਇੱ ਕ ਚਾਰਟ ਤੇ ਦਸ ਗੁਰੂਆਂ ਦੀ ਫੋਟੋ ਲਗਾ ਕੇ ਨ ਿਲਖਣੇ |

SANSKRIT

Revise exercise of lesson 1 to 3 and make a picture of Mahabhart or shrimad bhawad Geeta.

ART & CRAFT

Draw:Stencil Art on Pg. no.60,61
Poster Designing on Pg. no.66-69
Craft Work:Pussy Cat-on pg. No.80
Cat on Cup-on pg.no.81

SAINI PUBLIC SCHOOL KURUKSHETRA
SUMMER VACATIONS ASSIGNMENT
2017-18 GRADE-VII

SUBJECT
ENGLISH

HOMEWORK
●
Do the following exercises of holiday package in Bravia:
Activity.
Page no.
1
1
3.
5
5.
9
8.
14
9.
15
10.
16
11.
17
13.
19
14.
21
20.
35
22.
41
WORKSHEET.
PAGE NO.
1.
7
2.
9
●
Make two sentences in English daily.
●
Revise full syllabus done till the last working day before vacations.

HINDI

●
●
●
●

पा य पु तक - पाठ 1 से 4 का अ यास याद क िजए |
याकरण - पाठ 1 और 4 का अ यास याद क िजए |
पाठ 1 से 10 तक के सभी पाठ से एक पेज सल
ु ेख लखना |
पवतीय े म पाए जाने वाले जानवर म से क ह 8 जानवर क त वीर चपकाकर उनक कोई चार वशेषताएँ
ल खए |

MATH

●
●

Revise Ch-1,2,3 and 4
Draw a chart on any one of the topic- (a) Classification of fractions (b) Decimal place value
chart (c) Different types of numbers with examples (Even, Odd, Prime, Composite, Natural and
Whole numbers).

S.S.

●

MAP WORK On the outline map of India locate the kingdom of
a)North b) South.
On the political map of Haryana locate all its districts
Read chapter 2 of Geography and History respectively and frame 30 MCQ from them.
Draw life sketch of any two following personalities a) Dr.BR Ambedkar b) APJ Abdul Kalam c)
Swami Vivekananda Focusing their:-Childhood, education, achievements, contribution to
society, conclusion
Revise all the work done in the class.

●
●
●

●
SCIENCE

COMPUTER

●
●

Learn L-2,L-3
Activity_ (1) make a model of life cycle of silk moth(pg. 40 fig.-3.6) with clay on A-4 size of
card board.
(2) collect pictures of wool producing animals and variety of sheep found in india and paste them in fair
note book and write type of wool produced by them.
●
●
●

Make a project file of Lesson-1. Topics - Types of Computer,Types of cabinet,RAM and ROM,
Types of Microprocessor and make the diagram also.
Do the practical assignment in your computer Assignment -2 on page no. 127.
Learn Lesson-1 and 3.

GK

Revise all syllabus done till the last working day before vacations.

FRENCH

Lecon 0 ou 2 …. Vous pouvez utilisez les articles definis, indefinis et les adjectif demosatarif et
l’adjectif possesif. Les revese les quetions

PUNJABI

ਪਾਠ 3 ਅਤੇ 4 ਯਾਦ ਕਰਨ | ਰਾ ਟਰੀ ਪ ੂ ਅਤੇ ਰਾ ਟਰੀ ਪੰ ਛੀ ਦੀ ਤਸਵੀਰ ਇੱ ਕ ਚਾਰਟ ਤੇ ਬਣਾ ਕੇ ਰੰ ਗ ਭਰਨ |

SANSKRIT

Revise exercise of lesson 1 to 3 and write minimum five Shalok of shrimad bhawad Geeta.

ART & CRAFT

Draw:-Composition on Pg. no.56,57,58 Poster Designing on Pg. no.70-73 Folk Art on pg. no. 74,75
Craft Work:Quilling Flower-on pg. No.88

Paper Owl- on Cup-on pg.no.89 From Leaves-on pg. no. 90. Make a model out of domestic waste

.

SAINI PUBLIC SCHOOL KURUKSHETRA
SUMMER VACATIONS ASSIGNMENTS
2017-18 GRADE-VIII

SUBJECT

HOMEWORK

ENGLISH

●
●
●
●
●

Holiday package (Bravia) -Activity 10,11,12,13,14,20 and 21.
Do worksheets 1 to 5 of unseen passage in Bravia.
Write down two sentences of daily conversation in your notebook everyday.
Revise Lesson- 1 to 4 Reader
Lesson- 1 to 3 Bravia

HINDI

●
●
●
●
●

पंखड़
ु ी पाठ- 1 से 4 न-उ र याद करने |
पाठ 1 से 10 तक के सभी पाठ से एक पेज सल
ु ेख लखना |
याकरण पाठ 1 , 2 न-उ र व अ यास याद करना |
नबंध - 1. समय का मह व , 2. मेरे जीवन का ल य लखने व याद करने |
भारत म ि थत क ह ं पाँच ऐ तहा सक थान क त वीर चपकाएँ तथा उससे संबं धत कुछ पंि तयाँ भी लख |

MATH

●
●

Revise Ch-1,2,3
Draw a chart on any one of the following topic- (a) Classification of fractions (b) Decimal place value
chart (c) Different types of numbers with examples (Even, Odd, Prime, Composite, Natural and Whole
numbers)

S.S.

●
●

Read chapter 2 of Geography and History respectively and frame 30 MCQ from them.
Draw life sketch of any two following personalities a) Dr.BR Ambedkar b) APJ Abdul Kalam c) Swami
Vivekananda Focusing their:-Childhood, education, achievements, contribution to society, conclusion
Revise all the work done in the class.

●
SCIENCE

Make a poster highlighting the usefulness of micro – organism. Also paste or draw the pictures.
OR
Collect the pictures of plough, harrow seed drill levelers, sickle, trowel and thresher and paste them on a chart
under the heading agricultural implements.(Scrap Book).
Task-1
*Collect six different types of grains used at home in different packets. *Mark them as A,B,C,D,E and F. *Take two
A4 sized sheets & attach the packets on one
of them* On the other sheet make a table as attached with theactivity
TASK-2
*Visit a farm. Interview the farmer and gather the information from the farmer on the basis of following points:i)Preparation of soil by him i)sowing of the seeds
iii)manures and fertilisers used iv)different agricultural implements used
v)sources of irrigation used vi)storage of the harvested crop*Write this interview & collected information on A4
sized sheets.
Revise complete syllabus (Ch-1,2,3)

COMPUTER

●

●
●

Make a project file of Lesson-2 Topics - Coaxial cables, Twisted Pair cables, Fibre optic cables,
Electromagnetic waves, Internet, Repeaters, Bridges and Hubs and also make the diagram of related
topics.
Do the practical activity in your computer on page- 51 and 52 Assignments of Lesson-3.
Learn Lesson- 1 and 2.

GK

Revise Ch-11 to 20

FRENCH

Lecon 0 et 1 …. Vous pouvez ecrire la lettre et les articles et l’adjectif possesif . vous pouvez prepare la cate avec
l’egumes et les fruits.

PUNJABI

ਪਾਠ 3 ਅਤੇ 4 ਯਾਦ ਕਰਨ | ਇੱ ਕ ਚਾਰਟ ਤੇ ਪਾਠ- 4 ਦੀ ਕਿਵਤਾ ਿਲਖਣੀ ਅਤੇ ਉਸ ਨਾਲ ਸਬੰ ਿਧਤ ਫੋਟੋ ਵੀ ਬਣਾਉਣੀ ਹੈ |

SANSKRIT

Revise exercise of lesson 1 to 3 and write minimum five Shalok of shrimad bhawad Geeta.

ART & CRAFT
Draw:Composition on Pg. no.59,60,62
Poster Designing on Pg. no.69-72
Folk Art on pg. no. 73,74,75
Craft Work:Quilling Birds-on pg. No.88

Alligator- on Cup-on pg.no.89
Paper Flower-on pg. no. 90
Make a model out of domestic waste.

SAINI PUBLIC SCHOOL KURUKSHETRA
SUMMER VACATIONS ASSIGNMENT
2017-18 GRADE-IX

SUBJECT

HOMEWORK

ENGLISH

1.Reader-Learn Ch-1 and 2 full
2.Poem -Learn 1 and 2 full
2. Do 1 to 5 Unseen Passage in Bravia.
3.Write two sentences of your daily conversation in a separate notebook.
4. Letter writing practice in Bravia.
5. Cut one main news headline daily from English newspaper and paste in a separate
notebook.
6.Develop the habit of reading English newspaper daily.

HINDI

तज ( ग य खंड ) पाठ-1 से 4 न-उ र याद करने |
तज ( ग य खंड ) पाठ-1 से 4 प ठत ग यांश का अ यास करना |
नबंध- 1. भारतीय समाज म नार , 2. टाचार , 3. इंटरनेट क उपयो गता , 4. व छ भारत अ भयान लखने व
याद करने |
कोई चार औपचा रक प का लेखन अ यास करना |
याकरण म दए गए अप ठत ग यांश व का यांश का अ यास करना |

MATH

Revise ch-1,2,3 and 6
Activity- Prepare a project file on topic- Lines and Angles

S.S.

Learn Ch.1 History- French Revolution
Ch.1 Geog. -Size and Location
Ch.1 Eco. - Factors of Production
Ch.2 Eco. - People as a Resource
Ch.2 Pol.Sc.-What is democracy?Why we need democracy
● Fill the maps on Rivers,Mountains and hills,Dams.
● Prepare a project on the Flood.Follow the following instructions.
● Project should be handwritten.
● It should be well presented,researched and pictorial.
● The project should be prepared on A-4 size sheets.
● The project should not exceed 15 pages.

SCIENCE

Biology● Make a model of any topic of your choice from the ch-1(The fundamental unit of
life)
● Make a project on “Improvement in food resources”. Paste pictures also.
● Prepare a PowerPoint presentation of 15 slides on the topic :Sustainable
development
●
Learn ch-1(The fundamental unit of life),ch-2(plant tissue)
Chemistry● Prepare a report on various factors affecting rate of evaporation .
● To prepare a handout of all kinds of articles /substances used in day to day life
and classify these in solid, liquid & gas on the basis of properties.
●
Learn chapter-1 and write the NCERT question answer of chapter-1( Matter in our
surroundings).
● Complete practical record and learn MCQs.
Physics● Plan to go to a place by an vehicle.Take readings of odometer and speedometer
after every five minutes till you reach your destination.Record these observations
in tabular form;plot graphs between distance-time and speed-time.State whether
this motion is uniform or non-uniform.
● Solve any 20 numericals on the topic equations of motion
● Solve any 20 numericals on the topic velocity and acceleration
● Learn and write the NCERT question answer of chapter-1(Motion)

F.I.T.

Make a 5 documents in MS word page no. 213,214 and 323 and take a Print out of these
assignments and make a report file.
Learn Lesson- 1,2 and 8.

ART & CRAFT :
Draw:Composition on Pg. no.61 - 65 Poster Designing on Pg. no.77-80 Folk Art on pg. no. 84 -86 Craft Work:- Quilling
Doll-on pg. No.104 Paper Lotus-on pg.no.89 Make a beautiful model out of domestic waste.

SAINI PUBLIC SCHOOL KURUKSHETRA
SUMMER VACATIONS ASSIGNMENT
2017-18 GRADE-X

SUBJECT

HOMEWORK

ENGLISH

1.Learn Ch- 1 and 2 full
2. Learn Poem - 1,2 full
3.Bravia- Practice Assignment 1 to 3
4.Write two sentences of your daily conversation in a separate
notebook.
5.Develop the habit of reading English newspaper daily.
6.Cut any one main news headline from English newspaper daily
and paste in holiday homework notebook.Underline and mention the
name of the parts of speech used in that news.

HINDI

तज ( ग य खंड ) पाठ-10 से 13 न-उ र याद करने |
तज ( ग य खंड ) पाठ-10 से 13 प ठत ग यांश का अ यास करना |
नबंध- 1. डिजटल इं डया , 2. बेरोजगार क सम या , 3. इंटरनेट क उपयो गता , 4.
व याथ और अनश
ु ासन लखने व याद करने |
कोई चार औपचा रक प का लेखन अ यास करना |
याकरण म दए गए अप ठत ग यांश व का यांश का अ यास करना |

MATH

Revise ch-1,2,3
Do assignment of ch-1,2,3 (given in classroom)

S.S.

SCIENCE

● Learn ch-1 ,2 political science
ch-1 Economics
ch-1 history
ch-1,2 Geography
● Revise thoroughly the map of solis and dams.
● Prepare a project on Water Resources.Follow the following
instructions
Project should be handwritten.
It should be well presented, researched and pictorial.
The project should be prepared on white A-4 size sheets.
The project should not exceed 15 pages.
Biology-Science
● Students have to work on any of the following given topics for
making models/projects. Only biodegradable material will be
used.
● Topics – Food & Technology, Energy, Human Welfare,Science
& Technology, Sustainable Development or any topic of your
choice.
● Prepare a PowerPoint presentation of 15 slides on any one of
the given topic:
a) Global warming - causes and effects.
b) Forests are biodiversity hot spots.

c) Types of nutrition in animals – explain their physiology.
● Revise ch-1,2,3.
Chemistry● Make a report about acidity problem and paste photocopy of
doctor prescription enlist the commonly used antacids and
their ingredient in tabular form and study the pH before and
after.
● Write 50 chemical equations from various sources like text
books, reference books and internet and balanced them.
● Learn Chapter-1 and write the NCERT question answer of
chapter-1( Chemical reactions and equations).
● Complete lab record and learn MCQs.
Physics● Paste a photocopy of an electricity bill and calculate the
energy consumption shown in it.
● Solve any 20 numericals on the topic resistance combination
(series and parallel)
● Solve any 20 numericals on the topic heating effect of current
● Learn and write the NCERT question answer of
chapter-1(Electric effect of current)
F.I.T.

Create a 5 database in MS access and take a Print out of these
databases and make a report file.
Learn Lesson-1.

ART & CRAFT :
Draw:Composition on Pg. no.67 - 71
Poster Designing on Pg. no.80-83
Folk Art on pg. no. 87,88

Craft Work:Balloon Bowl-on pg. No.104
Pendant Lamps-on pg.no.105
● Make a beautiful model out of domestic waste.

